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When Government drawings,   apecifIcatione,  or other data are 
used for any purpose oth«r than In connection with a definitely re- 
lated Government procurement operation,  the United States Government 
thereby  incurs no resoonsihility nor any obligation whetsoever;  and the fact 
that the Government may have formulated,  furnished, or in any way supplied 
the said drawings,  specifications, or other deta,  is not to be regarded by 
impleation or otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder or any other 
person or corpomtion, or conveying any rights or permission to manufacture, 
use, or sell any patented invention that may in any way be related theretop 

The information furnished herewith is made available for study upon 
the understanding that  the Government's proprietary interests in and re- 
lating thereto shall not be impaired.    It  IG desired that the Judge 
Advocate Office, WCJ, Wright Air Development Center, Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Bnse,  Ohio,  be nromptly notified of any arparent conflict between 
the Government's proprietary interests and those of others. 
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THSORXTICAL AIB HORSHWIR AVAILABLB FROM A 
NOK-DUCTBP WINDMILL TTPI BAM AIB TURBINE 

A.      PPRFOSI. A    ^U^LAUJC   ^SfMJL^fijJUX^tluf^ 

1.     To report on a graphical aean^of estiaeting theoretical air 
horsepower available from a non-ducted windmill type ram air turbine at 
various given conditions of altitude and velocity. 

B.  FACTUAL DATA. 1 itivto to 2. Portions of a fijrdro-Aire document relativ« to McDonnel speci- 
fication 25-69012 were used as a basis for calculations resulting in 
curves included in Sxhibit "A.* 

3. The curves were derived from a basic equation using an Army 
Summer Standard Iky and a wheel diameter of 12 inches to obtsin various 
values. 

4. The basic equation used wasnHra^^-^ ( where 1— = wheel 
diameter in feet.V ■ velocity in feet per second, /'« air density in 
pounds per cubic foot, and ^ ■> acceleration of gravity.    This equation 
was modified to contain velocity in knots, and density in pounds per 
cubic foot, with D  and 3   as constants for e given 12 inch wheel«   The 
simplified equation is.-AWP» 0.00010? v/', from which curves were 
directly plotted.    (In this equation V ie in knots.) 

5»      To obtain air horsepower available under a certain condition 
for other than a 12 inch wheel, the value read from the graph should 
be multiplied by the ratio (D'/L?)2 where D' • diameter of wheel in question. 

C.      CONCLUSIONS. 

6.      It is concluded, after checking several such actual units, that 
this information is relatively reliable. 
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D.      HJtCOMMBPATIOWS. 

7*      It 1« rocoMMnded that this inforaatioa be uaed for the purpoee 
of eetiaatinc air horsepower available froa a noa-ducted windaill type raa 

-^1    \Mv air turbine. 
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